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EPOS Introduces the IMPACT D Series,  
Your Journey to Wireless Freedom 

Copenhagen, Denmark – August 31, 2021: EPOS, the premium enterprise 
and gaming audio and video brand, is excited to announce the launch 
of the IMPACT D Series - a lightweight range of comfortable headsets 
designed to provide peerless audio performance and powerful wireless 
reach. This headset Series merges the existing IMPACT D 1O Series with 
the 2 new IMPACT D 30 variants and the 2 new IMPACT D 10 ll variants. 
Optimized for UC, the IMPACT D Series has a streamlined functional 
design suitable for all day use.  

Perfect call clarity for 100% focus
Even in modern times, with customers increasingly embracing many 
different digital interactions, automation, and self-service, the human 
voice remains the most trusted form of communication. The IMPACT D 
Series has been developed to meet the requirements of professionals 
in energetic office and contact center environments where clear audio, 
comfort, and ease of mobility are an absolute must. 

Making full use of EPOS’s unique in-house technologies, such as  
EPOS Voice™ technology, which focuses on the human voice to produce 
a rich, natural sound experience, the IMPACT D Series helps business 
professionals communicate effectively throughout their working day  
by eliminating the frustrations and distractions caused by bad audio.  

Our cutting-edge solution augments the conversation experience, 
reducing the prominence of unnecessary ambient noise and allowing  
for 100% customer focus, whatever the situation.  

“  The IMPACT D Series uses cutting edge 
technology to give professionals in 
energetic work environments true wireless 
freedom. With enhanced security features, 
powerful wireless reach, superior audio and 
natural listening experience, the IMPACT D  
Series is the premier solution when talk 
matters.”

Theis Mørk  Vice President,  
Global Product Management at EPOS 
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About EPOS
Established upon the former successful joint venture between 
audio specialist Sennheiser and the world-leading hearing 
technology group Demant, EPOS designs, manufactures and 
sells pioneering high-end audio and video solutions for business 
professionals and serious gamers. 

Crafted with advanced engineering and pioneering technologies, 
EPOS offers uncompromised audio and video connectivity 
that enable business professionals to better communicate and 
collaborate – anytime, anywhere and on any device. EPOS audio 
is reliable, easy-to-use and designed for ultimate comfort.

Owned by the Demant Group and with headquarters in 
Copenhagen, Denmark, EPOS builds on more than 115 years’ 
audio expertise and operates in a global market with offices  
and partners in more than 60 countries. 

Alongside own-branded premium audio and video solutions, 
EPOS sells co-branded EPOS I SENNHEISER products under  
a trade license agreement with Sennheiser. 

Find more information at eposaudio.com

A secure solution 
In today’s digital world, companies are more exposed than ever to hostile 
online threats. Wireless networks offer great potential for exploitation, 
so security is paramount when it comes to choosing a wireless headset 
solution. The IMPACT D Series keeps data safe and secure with 
protected pairing – meaning company security is never an issue.

Streamlined functional design
Keep desks tidy with a streamlined design ideal for hotdesking when 
agents need plug and play functionality at every workstation. With one base 
station that serves both monaural and binaural wearing styles, a superior 
docking experience and single connectivity to PC or phone, the IMPACT D 
Series makes high quality wireless DECT headsets accessible to all. 

Wireless freedom
No one wants to be chained to their desk, surrounded by tangled cables. 
The IMPACT D Series has a powerful wireless range so that users have 
the freedom to walk and talk and be mobile without compromising on 
perfect call clarity. 

With simple, single connectivity to PC, hybrid users can connect their 
headset wirelessly and enjoy the mobility of a powerful wireless DECT 
headset throughout their working day.

Learn more about the IMPACT D Series here
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Product availability:  
August 31, 2021
MSRP: 279-299 USD / 239-269 € / 199-239 GBP

http://www.eposaudio.com
https://www.eposaudio.com/en/dk/impact-d-series

